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Fahey, W. A., editor; Terry Walton, copy editor. West Hills Review: A Walt Whitman Journal, 6 (1986), 1-120. [Contains 66 poems by Dave Smith, Susan Fromberg Schaeffer, Susan Astor, Edmund Pennant, Grace Volick, Norbert Krapf, Lester Speiser, Samuel Menashe, Neil Grill, Stuart Frielbert, D. F. Petteys, Robert A. Crooke, Dan Levin, Lucy Shawgo, Barbara Thomson, Margaret Seymour, Reva Sharon, Robert Spencer, William P. O’Brien, Fritz Hamilton, Claire Nicolas White, Daniel Daly, John Ditsky, Yuhn-Bok Kim, and David Ignatow; 6 Whitman portraits, 1 of the birthplace, 1 facsimile of a letter; 6 Whitman articles and 1 review, listed above and below, by author.]
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